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Foreword

The relationship between the supply of scientific and engineering manpower and the

needs of our ,§ociety pervade almost all aspects of science policy as well as the planning

for higher education and for iv: support. During periods of acute shortages of scientists
and engireers, defjnitions of issues are somewhat simpler in that it is eyident that overt
actions have to be takfri to increase this segment of our high-level profeSsicnal
population. Furthermore, in the past, steady trends of government support of reearch
and de.velopment, of student career choices, and of educational patterns made assessrnent

of future situations easier.
However, the situation has changel. We find ourselves in a period of readjustment of

manpower relationships, student interests, and financial support. While some of these
changes may well be of a shoet-range nature, others are unquestionably more fundamental

and thus of longer duration. Rapid change produces temporary misalignments, doubts,
and deep concern. Thus, it is especially important during such a transition period it?

-prevent exaggerations, to distinguish painful short-term effects from long-range ones
which may ,have .much greater impact, and to examine carefully various alternatives. It is

exactly this situation which led the National Science Foundation to initiate this particular
study of the expected future relationship between the supply and utilization of science
and engineering doctorates.

The NSF has always played a major role in the- collection of dafa and analyses
related to this Nation's scientific manpower: On the basis of this experience it was fully
realized that in projective analyses, such as this one, no false sense of precision shOuld be

'attributed to numerical values in view of the limitations Of the data 'and methodologies,
the complexity of the System, and the unpredictability of future events. However, the
inherent long-range factors involved in the training and utilization of doctorate
manpower, such as the period required to produce a Ph.D. scientist, and the time required

to achiev chan es in utilization patterns, do make a study of this' type meaningful. It can
produce broad indications of balances or imbalances and can provide insight as to the
.quantitativ ,.. and qualitative effect§ of variable parameters.

The year 1980 was selected for the projection in vieW of the long leackime involved

in the process of producing doctoral scientists. Those doctorates produced between now
and 1980 will constitute the majorproport 'on of the body of doctorate scientists available

at that,time. Mediadelapsed time between the baccalaureate and dpctorate in science is
now 7-8 years, and the registered time in course and research work is about 5-6 years.
FurtherMore,:program reviSions, which affect the number of graduate students or the
average length Of graduate Study, are likely to be slow in working through the system, so

that 10 years or so ar,e needed for the full effects to be-apparent.



This study suggests that alternatives will bc possible in the1970's, which pei mit the
atilization of science and engineering doctorates in additional activities for which they are
well qualified, but for Which the supply has beep inadequate in the past. These activities
contribute 'signifleantly to our scientific, economic, and social progress. Furthermore,
these analyses indicate that probably we can only achieve those societal benefits if the
present trends in doctorate production can be maintained. Thus, the desirability of
alternative utilization patterns must be carefully examined before any overt steps are
taken to affect quantitative aspects of graduate education in the sciences. Such steps
might 'not only destroy the favorable rnargins projected here, but may also, disrupt the
basic production system, which has made this country preeminent in scientific
development. At the same time, it is clear, not only from this study but also froin recent
experiences, developing societal needs, and s,tudent aspirations/ that university programs
and.present degree structures should be carefully reexamined ar this time.

Whit many si:aff members of the NSF Planning Organiiation contributed to these
analyses, the primary authors of this paper are: C. E. Falk, R. W. Cain, and L. M.
Hartnian. The comments and assistance of J. Lewis, T. J. Mills, K. Sanow, an: S. Reed,
were 'especially helpful. We are also grateful to _the many individuals who reviewed this

study and Provided_thoughtful comments and suggestions:,

November 1969

iv

Charles E. Falk
Planning Director
National Science Foundation
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Intr duction.

The question of supply and demand of doctoral-level scientists' plays a central role
in national science planning. It relates to such issues as*: the amount and utilization of
future R&D funds, the need to stimulate ,students to enter the field of science, the
number and size of graduate schools needed, the type of graduate training required, etc.
Projections of Ph.D. scientists available 10-15 years from now are likely to correSpond to
the actual future situation, because most are already either in these professions or are in
the a, lemic "pipe-i. ie." On the other hand, it is extremely difficult to predict the
national demand for these professions. As a matter of fact, the concept of absolute
manpower "demand" seems inappropriate. What can be discussed is the expected
ailization of doctoral scientists with the realization that the magnitude and nature of this
utilization will be affected by the available supply. However, this complex relationship is
difficult to anticipate. -The larger the relative supply, the more varied the types of
activities for which Ph..D. scientist& will be us d. Furthermore, in periods of relative short
supply, some tasks ordinarily undertaken by d etorates will simply not be fulfilled or will
have to be redesigned so that professionals wi i lesser educational rackground can carry
cut part of the overall effort, even though genera ess effectively.

Because of the constant requests for numerica ns, and despite these
inherent difficulties, an attempt has been Made to develop forecasts for the year 1980 in
order to- provide some quantitative indication of the general nature bf the probable
supply-utilization relationship for doctoral scientists and engineers. The year 1980 was
selected in view of the long time involved in the doctoral scientist production proceSs.
-The median elapsed time between the baccalaureate and doctorate in science is 7-8 years,
and the registered time in course and research work is about 5-6 years.

It Will be evident from a review of the methodologies and assumptions used that the
forecasts are characterized, by relatively large uncertainties. Thus,- no false sense of
precision should be attributed to the numerical values of the projections. At best, the
range of numerical values should. be considered as.an indiCation of the extent of any
future balances Or imbalances.

Difficult as these utilization .and supply projections are for the total doctorate
grOup, they are even more difficult to make-on a field of science, basis. This is due to the
fact that on the supply side trends depend on various unpredictable factors, such as
student interests and -concerns, response to feedback from the employment market,
motivational factors dependent on such considerations as Government support of specific

'The generic term scientists' ill be used to indicate both scientists and engineers.



fields of science and technology, etc. In the case of utilization, the field dio:ibution will
be affected by the nature of governmental R&V program's, the development of new and
diverse industries, student interest in various fields of science (with inherent uncertainties
just described as part of the- supply situation), etc. Since most of- these factors are
esentially unpredictable over a 10-year period, no projections by field of science are made
in this paper; it is believed thaesuch projections would be almbst meaningless.

The next section summarizes the results of these analyses, as well as givirig very
brief descriptions of the methodologies used. The material is covered in considerably
more detail in the various appendixes.



Summary and Conclusions

Thcsi. analyses by 1980 a supply of about
50,000 science doctorates. Utilization projections have

made CM the basis ot recent activity patterns or
These are considered "basic" or conservative

reflect a Ph.D. shortage situation and an era
rized by. very tight Federal R&D budgets.due to

-I, temporary fiscal demands. These "basic," mini-
levels are prOiected within a range of
00,000 science doctorates, depending

'thodology uSed. However, improvements of
present situation :Ire quite desirable from a national

-nt of view. Thus, modifications to the "basic utiliza-
on projeclions wye considered which reflect either a

y of national R&D funding growth rates to those
d in tile I953-66 period; increases in doctorate

will I-di-oily iaiios ili post-secondary institutions of
_.

education; increased in the rate of growth of that
rr of the Ph.D. populatipn which will be involved in
-adcmic, or non-R&D activities: or a combination
these factors. Projections based on realization of

y several or all. of these modifications of the "basic"
nee doctorate utilization indicate possible -1980 utili-

n. levels us high as about 390,000 doctorates.
Thus, the expected number of,science doctorates lies

..:ilf way bc-t,...-.e.ffn the "basic" ,And the "irrproved"
n projections. It would therefore appear that

and projected trends in Ph.D. preduaion rafes
ire not likely to produce an "over-supply" of doctor-

es. On the other hand, if 'these supply trends can be
naintairi-ed it % ',c posSible.to vrovide.some qualitative
nd quantitative u-nprovernent in the patterns of utiliza-
oq ot science Ph.D.'s.

This analysis points to .one very mportant isiue,
elY that significarkt numbersplf.Ph.D.'s are likely to
engaged in activities whiCh 'ere markedly different

m those practiced by most present joctorate holders.
is therefore very important Aat new Ph.D.'s be of-

options of graduat6 programs including some that
e

are most suitable for these new activities. Furthermore,

students must not be educated with "false" aspirations .

for solely research careers. This training issue will make
it necessary for universities to examine their graduate
programs and probably to develop different and n'ew
programs for Ph.D.'s whO dp not intend to enter re-
search -careers. At the same time it is very important that
societY, especially itS academic component, transmit to
graduate students an awareness that rionresearch careers
play an 'important role in both national and scientific
affairs.

1968 Supply and Utilizaticin

It is estimated that, as, of January 1968, the number
of Ph.D.-level scientists employed in yariOus activities in
the United States was approximately 147,000. This esti-
mate was -calculated from.the numbers of earned doctor-
ates awarded in the jilears 1920 through 19 7 from U.S.
institutions, less attrition caused by death -. d retire-
ment, less allowances for those persons (almost entirely
women) not undertaking a career in science or engineer-
ing, and less-allowances for those foreign citizens Who

-1earned Ph.D.'s in the United States, but subsequently
left the country, or conversely, -Came to the- United
States with foreign doctorate degrees. (See appendix A.)

Nearly three-fifthk,(87p00) of the 147,000 doctoral
scientists in ;968 were eMployed by universities and col-
leges, another one-quarter (39,000) were in _private in-
dustry, and the remaining one-eighth were employed by
government agencies and other organizations (14,000 and
7,000 respectively).

Projected 1980 Supply

The magnitude of the group of doctoral scientists
available in 1980 was deternained througA an examina-
tion of the present (1968) group, estimates of death and



ent attrition, projections of emigratiOn and im-

migrat on patterns, and projections of 'doctorates pro-
duced between 1968 and 1980.. (See appendix B.) The

latter were generated by NSF on the, basis of enrollment
projections developed by the Office- of gducation. The
net result indicates that by -1980 there will- be
approximately 3.50,000 doctoral scientists in the Uni
States. Most of these are already in existence, or ate
either in institutions of higher education or about to
enter them. While there are some indications of shifts in
student interests, these have not yet produced significant
changes in the fraetioh of undergraduate or graduate de-
grees awarded in the overall science .and engineering
(including social science) area. However, it should be
pointed out that major changes in student interest in
graduate education in.,general or in the sciences could
lower the projected Ph.D. supply significantly.

Doctorate .supply projections depend on future
science enrollments in both graduate and undergraduate
schools: Since graduate enrollments are increasing 'faster

than bachelor of science production, one should analyze
whether the projected Ph.D. production rates appear re-
alistic on the basis of the number of bachelor's pro-

duced. Such analyses indicate that these differential
growth rates will not.produce any Ph.D. Production limi-
tations, by 1980. However, continuation of present trends
may produce a problem several decades from now.

Projected "Basic" 1980 Utilization

Two somewhat different methodologies were used to

project the pattern of utilization in 1980, the fundamen-
tal difference being the treatment of academic faculty
and nonacademic utilization of scientists. "Basic" .pro-

jections, which represent conservative, minimal levels, as-

sumed essentially a continuation .of the sank type of
work aativity and quaiity patterns as are in existence
today, i.e., constancy of ratios of student/faculty, doc-

torate faculty/total faculty, doctorate scientists/nondoc-
toratOcieritists in nonacademic activities, etc: On this
bad and the methodologies -described below, lower' limit
utilization numbers in the range of about
275,000-300,000 science doctorates are anticipated.

Method I

- From eXisting data,' the present-day group of science
doc torates 'was divided on.,the basis of "priniary employ-
ment'," into three groups: those involVed in Research
and Development, Teaching, and Other Activities.

From surveys of employment of scientists arvl engineers in
indtlitry, universities and Colleges, nonprofit organizations, and
the Federal Government, and from the National Register of
Scientific and Technical Personnel.
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The number of those likely to be involved in research
and development was computed on the basis of probable
future R&D funding levels (constant 1968 dollars). This
assumes that the R&D dollar/doctorate scientist ratio
will remain unchanged in each economic sector. This

pro'ection of the possible magnitude of 1980 R&D-ex-
penditures 'assumes that 1980 Federal R&D obligations
And total aeadcmic R&D support will still-represent
about the same fraction of GNP as in 1968; this implies
an annual rate of growth of about 4.4 percent (constant
1968 dollars). The, rate of increase of non-Federal R&D
support in industrial and nonprofit organizations com-
bined was assumed to continue along trends of the re-
cent past, i.e., at 7.6 percent per year. Under those
assumptions, total national R&D support would increase
at an annual rate of 5.7 percent (1968 dollars).

Estimates of doctorates who will be engaged in post-
secondary teaching are based on anticipated total enroll-

ments in higher, educatiOn and aSsume no changes in
student/doctorate ratio or fraction of teaching faculty
with doctorates.

Finally, it is assumed that the proportion of doctor-
ates engaged in all other activities to the total number of
doctorate scientists will. continue to increase at about

the rate observed during the last 8 years, namely about 4

percent per year.
The total "basic" utilizatior estimates resultiiig from

these calculations are shown in table 1.

Table 1.--BASIC" UTILIZATION OF DOCTORATE
SCIENTISTS IN 1980 (METHOD 1)

(000)

-Primary employmen Doctorate scientists

Totz". .... . . . .....
Research and development
Teaching
Other activities

277

134
88
55

Method II

In this method three somewhat different utilization
,subgroups are used: nonacademic research and develop-.

ment, academic (including all activities, i.e., teaching,
research and development, and other), and nonacademict
other.

The nonacademic R&D doctorates were calculated on
the basis of lilcely future funds available for this activity.
These were. projected by Using a GNP growth rate of 4.4
percent (constant dollars ) and by maintaining the same

ii



rate or growth (2.2 percent per year )iin .the ratio of
industrially funded R&D/GNP which has been experi
enced since 1956. A similar method was used to deter-
mine tlie future level of nonfederally funded research
and development at nonprofit organizations. Federally
funded nonacademic R&D levels were computed by
using the average ratios for the "Federal administratiVe
budget/GNP" and "R&D/administrative budget- experi-
enced over the 1956-68 period and applying them to the
anticipated 1980 GNP level.

The academic utilizafion of doctorates, regardless of
activity', was calculated on the basis of future- enroll-
ments. However, since different rates of growth are ex-
pected in the various subunits of the academic universe
(graduate, undergraduate and 2-year), separate calcula-
tions were made for each .one of.these. Again, it was'
assumed that .student/faeulty and doctoral faculty/total
faculty ratios will remain constant. Postdoctorates clear-
ly are not necessarily related to student enrollment and
were projected on,the basis of the growth calculated for
nonacademic R&D support.

Finally, the number of doctorates likely tci be en-
gaged_ ino;ther activities- was calculated through appli-
cation of the same methodology as that used in Method I..

The result of these computations are shown in table 2.

Table 2."BASIC" UTILIZATION OF DOCTORATE
SCIENTISTS IN 1980 (METHOD II)

(000)

Subgroups Doctorate .scientists

'Total 301

Academic ... . . . ..... 177
Nonacademic research and development . 87
Nonacademic other 37

1101odified, Improved 1980 Utilization

The "-basic" projections reflect current utilization of
science doctorates, but are not responsive to national
needs for improvement. They are also based on the pres-
ent somewhat atyPical Federal funding situation. Conse-
quently,- modified utilization 'projections mere developed
to illustrate the number of Ph.D4 utilized,if recovery tO
funding grbwth rates were to occur or if quality and
activity changes were to take place. (See appendix D.)

On this basis, R&D funding was assumed to grow it a
compound rate of 10 percent yer year for Federal R&D
obligations and.9 percent per year for industrial support
of research and development.

The ratios of doctorate faculty/total faculty were in-
creased as follows: graduate faculty-85 to 95 percent,
other 4-year faculty-50 to 75 percent, 2-year faculty-8
to 16 percent.

Although a growth of .0.14 to 0.20 in the rat o of
doctorates engaged in -other activities- (manageinent,
consulting, technical .marketing, industrial operations,
secondary school aotivities, etc.) to total doctorates was
utilized in the "basic" utilization projections, these only
reflect recently experienced trends which were probably
limited by doctorate shortages. Should such shortages
become less pronounced it is very likely that relatively
more doctorates would be engaged in these activities.
Consequently, this ratio was increased -further to 0.25.

Table 3 shows the range of.such modified utilization
projections.

Table 3. ODIFIED UTILIZATION OF DOCTORATE
SCIENTISTS IN 1980

(000)

Type of modification

1. No modification
(basic projections)

2. Larger R&D projections
3. Increase in faculty

Ph.D. percent
4. Increase in ratio of

doptorates in other
activities/total doctorates
front .20 to .25

5. 2 + 3
6. 2 + 4
7. 3 + 4
8. 2 +1 + 4 ( ........

296
365
365
320
389

-. 337

334

310
370
349
343
383

The above suggested modifications in the utilizatiOn
pattern of doctorate Scientists and engineers are of- three
general types: (a) level of R&D expenditures, (b) charac-
teristics of faculty in universities and colleges, and (c)
the nonresearch and development, nonacaderhic use
within the economy of those trained to advanced levels
of education. Obviously, the actual patternsof utiliza-
tion which will exist in 1980 will not" -fit the specific
situations described. Rather, a. variation of these will
exist. One effect of suth possible changes in patterns is
the shift in the concentration .a doctorate utilization in
universities and collegk In 1968, nearly 60 percent Of
the doctorates were engaged in various activities in
higher education. Under the several modifications

.shown, thii proportion would range from about 51 per-
cent to63 percent.

12
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1968 Utiliza

introdu.ction and Surnniary

It is estimated that, aS of January 1968, the stock of
Ph.D. level scientists and engineers' employed in various

activities in the United. States was approximately
147,000. The 1968 stock of doctorates was calculated
from the numbers of earned doctorates awarded in the
years 1920 through 1967 front U.S. institutions, less attri-
tion because of death, and retirement,.less allowances for
those persons (almost entirely women) not undertaking
a career in science or engineering, and less allowances for
those foreign citizens who earned Ph.D.'s in the United
States, but subsequently left the country. Additions-to
this. stock were made from estimates of doctorates who
earned their degrees in foreign institutions, now working
in the United States.Jhese calcuiations of the existing,
stock in January 1961 are shown in table A-1.

Includes physical,/ life, and s cia1 scientz

historians), mathematicians and engineers. The terms
"doctorate," "doctoral" and Ph.D. used in this paper refer to
third level research degrees; excluded are professional medical
degree personnel.

(excluding

Table A-1.--ESTIMATED SUPPLY OE PH.D. SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS, JANUARY 1968

(000)

. Doctoratea Men Women

Doctorates awarded
(U.S.) 1920-67 .. . . . . . 75.8 161.8 14.0
Immigiation of Ph.D.'s,
1920-67 1E0 10.5 5

Subtotal 186.8 1_72.3 14.5

-24.5 -20.3 -L4.2Less attrition 1920-67
Less emigration of
1920-67 Ph D 's -15.3 -14.0 -1,3

.iblotal a subtractions -39. -34.3 -5.5

Supply of do'ctorates,
-/January 1968 ...... ..... . 147,0 1380 9.0

APPENDIX ,A

ionpf....PILD-.P.e.rs'orinel. in
Seience" anii:Engineering

A number of sources were used to construct the esti-

mate of .the existing stock of doctorates in 1968. These
include: information on degrees awarded (from both the

Office of Education and the National Academy of-Sci--

ences-N: tional Research Council), tabulations and pub-
.

lished reports fronl NSF's National Register of Scientific
and Technical Personnel, data from NSF's survey of
scientific activities in universities and colleges and a
1965 Bureau of Labor Statistics survey of scientific and
technical personnel in industry; and information from

several speCial NSF analyses based -on the abolie and

other sources.

Sectoral Employment of Doctoral Scienthts

Table A-2 is cOnstructed to show the deployment pat-
of fhe 147,000 Ph.D. scientists and engineers as of

Januaty 1968, by employer and by field. Universities
and colleges utilize science doctorates in much greater
proportions than they do engineers. An estimated 59

percent of all doctorates in science (including social
science) and engineering are employd,d by -universities
and colleges. Another 26 percent are in private industry
or self-employed, and 10 percent work in government
:agenciesmore than 7 percent 'for _the Federal Govern-
ment alone. The remaining 5 perdent are in miscellane-
ous nonprofit organizations, including Federally Funded
Research and Development Centers associated with univ
versities.

In general, about three-quarters of the doctorates in
life sciences, mathematics, arid social seiences-are em-
ployed in the universities and colleges; priyate industry is
also an important employer of physicaLsaIentists (partic-

,.
ularly chemists) and of engineers;*re than one-tenth
of the life scientists arid social sCientists are in govern-
rnent positions. The pictureAs one of employment .op-
porturtitids in all of thezprincipal economic sectors for
.doctorates; althoug,h,Much larger nUmbers are found in
institutions of highileducation.

9



Table A-2.- I 968a UTILIZATION OF PH.D. SCIENTISTS
AND ENGINEERS. BY SECTOR AND nut)

Sector and field
Doctorates

Number
(000) Percent

MI sectors . . .
, /147.1) 100.0

Physical scientists 48.7Life scientists
37.2 Z5.3Mathematicians
8.3 5.7Engineers

20.1 13.7Social scientists
32.7 22.2

Universities and colleges .7/. .. 87.0 59.2
Physical scientists . , . . . 19.7 13.4Life scientists

27.7 18.9
Mathematicians 6,8 4..6Engineers

9.0 6.1-Social scientist
23.8 16.2

Private industry
38.8 264

Physical scientists .... 23.0 15. 6Life scientists
3.2 -2,2

Mathematicians
1.0 .7Engin
9.1 6.2Soc)af scientists
2.5 11.7

GOvernment
14.1 9.6

Physical scientists
.5 2.4Life scientists . . .. .. . , 5.0 3.4Mathematicians . . . .. .3 2Engineers . 1.1 .8SOcial scientists

4.2 2.8
Nonprofit and other

4.8
.........Physical scientists

1.7Life scientists
1.3 .9Mathematicians e .......... .2 .1Engineers
.9 .6Social scientists

2.2 1.

a As of January,

Includes Federally Funded Research and Development
Centers attached to universities and colleges.

Source: Derived from-data on degrees gran ed, attrition rates,and immigration and emigration patterns (U.S. Office ofEducation, Department of Labor, National Academy ofSciences-National Research Council, and National ScienceFoundation).
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Work AcTivities of Doctoral scientis6

Ph.D. scientists and engineers are currently engaged in
a wide variety of activities, including basic and applied
iesearch, development, teaching, ad. ,nistration and
management, consulting, and a number of other activi.
ties. While an individual Ph.D. may engage in more than
one actiVity, e.g., academic scientists engaging in both
teaching and research, the deployment of individuals can
be described in terms of their "primary" work and prin-
cipal employer, if more than one. This is the basis adop-ted for the Method I ,projections, described in appen-
dixes C and D. On'this basis, as shown in table A-3, R&D
scientists and engineers account for about 49 percent of
the total, teaching for 38 percent and all other activities,
i.e.,. management and, administration, production, con-
suiting, technical writing, etc., for the remaining 14 per-
cent. The distribution or doctorate scientists by work
activity varies considerably by sector, as shown in the
table. leaching, of course, is paramount in universities
and colleges; while research and development is by far
the primary activity .of most scientists and engineers in
the other three sectors.

The extent to which doctorates are -primarily en-
gaged" in research an I development varies widely among
fields, as shown in table A-4. For example, far more than
a majority for physical scientists and engineers are so
engaged, but much less of the life and social scientists
and mathematicians are in research and 'development. On
the other hand,- teaching is the primary activity of abouthalf of the social scientists, mathematicians;and life sci-
entists, but only a minority of the physical scientists and
engineers are engaged primarily in teaching-

4n alternate approach .to 1980 projections was
adopted for Method II in appendixes C and D.that dis-
tinguishes primarily between academic and nonacademic
utilization. Doctorates in institutions of higher educa-
tion were grouped by -level of education involved, (grad-
uate, undergraduate, and two-year), rather than separat-- ing them into research and teaching activities, as in,
Method L
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Table A-3-1968a UTILIZATION OF PH.D. SCIENTISTS
AND ENGINEERS, BY SECTOR AND WORK ACTIVITY

Sector

Total Percent distribuzion

Number
(000)

Pereent Total R&D Teaching Other

All sectors 147.0 100.0 100.0 48.5 37.8 I 3.6

Universities and colleges 87.0 59.2 100.0 29.6 62.5 7.9

Private industry .. 38.8 26.4 100.0 78.4 1.0 20.6

Government 14.1 9.6 100.0 63.8 4.3 31.9

Nonprofit and otherb 7.1 4.8 100.0 90.1 1.4 8.5

a As of JanuarY:

b Iriludes Federally Funded Research arid Developmnt Centers attached to universities and colleges.

Table A4 .-1968a UTILIZATION OF PH.D. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS,
BY FIELD AND WORK ACTIVITY

Field

Total Percent distribution

Number
(000)

Percent TOtal R&D Teaching Other,

All fields

Physical scientists
Life scientists
Mathematicians
Engineers
Social scientists

1.47.0 100.0 100.0, 48.6 37.8_

48.7 33.1
37.2 25.3
8.3 5.7

20.1 13.7
32.7 22.2

100.0 63.5 26.1_
100.0 39.3 44.6
100.0 39.8 = 49.4
100.0 65-.2 16.4
100.0 294 57.5

10.5
16.1
10.8
18.4
13.1

a As of January.
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APPENDIX B

o ected Availability of Science
and Engineering Doctorateg

Introduction and Summary

The future supply of doctorates depends principally

uponthe current 0968) supply supplemented by new
doctefrate awards, immigration, and transfers from re-
lated fields. Offsetting losses include deaths and retire-
ments, emigration, and transfers to other fields. The
following sections review these elements looking to the

probable supply in 1980. Summarized iri table B-1 is the

result of the supply projection exercise, which reaches a

level of 352,000 doctorates as of 1980. This level repre-

sents an increase of 139.6 percent over the pool of
1.47,000 doctorates existing in 1968.

Trends in Ph.D.'s Awarded

The growing numbers of baccalaureates,the social
pressures to secure higher levels of education, and the
greater economic resources available to support graduate
study are responsible for the growing number of doctor-

ates awarded each Year. The Office of Educaliociireports

5,900 t.;. orates granted in the "natural sciences and

Table B-1-SUMMARY OF AVAILABILITY OF SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING DOCTORATES, 1968 to 1980

(000)

Doctorates Number

Supply of doctorates, Jan. 1968. .
Estimated doctOrate aWards,

Jan. 1968 to Jan. 1980
mrnigration of Ph.D.'s, 1968-80 ..

Subtotals of additions

Less attritionTrom 1968 base . ... ..
Less attrition from 1968-80 Ph 13 's
Less emigration of 1968-80 . . .

Subtotal of subtractions

Supply of doctorates Jan. 1980

ted profess and social sciences in 1958 and ove:-

14,000, or more twiç many, in 1968.

. A projection of doctorates to be awarded between
1968 and 1980 was prepared using the average relation-

ship fouad in 196067 between these degrees and full-

time-equivalent enrollment for advanced degrees in

science and engineering (counting three part-time stu-
dents as one futl-time-equivalent student), which in turn
was based on the OE projection of total graduate en-

. rollmerits in all fields.' This projection, as well as actual
data for academic 'years 1960-61 through 1967-68, is
spown in table B-2. The methods used to project these
relationships were as follows: enrollment for advanced
degrees in seience and engineering (EAD) was projected

to be a constant'33.6 perc-_ei t of the projection of gradu-
ate enrollment in- all fie roM 1968 to 1980 (the aver-

age for 1960-67);-the full-time-equivalent enrollment for
advanced degrees, which had increased from 67.5 to
73.5 percent of EAD .between fall 1960 and fall 1967,
was prOjected to increase to 78.9 percent-by-fall- 1979
(the same rate of growth adopted for Method 11 projec-

lion in appendix C);2 'and doctdrates awarded in science

and engineering were projected at a constant rate of 8,3
percent of full-time-equiValent enrollment for advanced
degrees in .science and engineering (the ayerage for the
period 196067). This ratio consists of doctorates award-
ed each academic' year related to, enrollments in the fall
of the same academic year.

147.0 finally, since the period chosen for the analysis 9f
the supplY and utilization of science and engineering

264.3
See U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

416.3 Office of Education. Projections of Educational Statistics to
1977-78, (OE-10630-68). Washington, D C. 20402: Supt. of

-27.2 Documents, 13'.S. Government Printing Office), table 12, p. 20.
-10.6 Estimatesfcir 1978-79 and 1979-80 were made by NSF.
-26.4 2ThiS is half the growth that would be obtained by

2
es.traolating the growth of 1960 to 1967. It was chosen

,aibitrarily, because of the smaller growth in the ratio in the last
352.1 / several years of this period.



Table B-2.-GRADUATE ENROLLMENT AND ENROLLMENT FOR ADVANCED DEGREES AND
DOCTORATES AWARDED IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, 1960-61 to 1979-80

(000)

-

Academic year

Graduate
nrollmenta

in all
fields

Enrollment for
advanced degrees

in science .8/ engineeringb

Doctorates
awarded in
science and,,
engineering-

Total I.TE
C

1960-61 . 356 120.6 81.4 6.5
61-62 . ... .... .. . ... . .. . 386 128.8 87.1 7.2
62-63 422 142.4 97.3 8.1
63-641 . ....... . .... ........... . .. 464 158.1 107.3 9.0
64-65 5-17 177.5 121.6 103
65-66 .. . 582 195.3 137.9 113
66-67 . .

624 207.0 152.0 12.8
67-6 ... ... .. ... . . ........ . . . 688 224.5 165.0 14.1

1968-69 749 251.7 16.2
69-70 781 262.4 195.2 16.7
70-71 . . .... .... .... . ... . 828 --. 278.2 2082 . 17.3
71-72 . ... . .............. .....- 886 297.7 224.2 18.7
72-73 952 319.9 242.3 20.2
73-74 ... .. . .... .. .. .. . .. .._ 1,019 342.4 20.?9 2L7
74-75 . . .. ..... .. ..... . . ... .. . . 1,085 164.6 279.5 23.3
75-76 . 1,152 387.1 298.5 24.9
76-77 . . . . . . .' .. . i . . ... ... .1,217 408.9 . 317.1 26..4
77-78 1,279 429.7 335.2 27.9
78-79 - 1,338 449.6 352.7 29.4
79-80 - 1,397 469.4 370.4 30.9

-a Degree-credit resident enrollment in all fietils; 960-6
1978-79 and 1979-80 estimated by NSF.

Total enrolltfient for advanced degrees; 1960,61 to 1967-68 from. Office of Education; 1968-69 to
1979-80 estimated by NSF. FTE enrollment estimated by NSF assuming three part-time students
equal one full-time-equivalent students.

c 1960-61 to 1968-69 from Office of Education: 1969-70 to 1979-80 estimated by NSF.

977-78 from Office.of Education and

doc orates extends from January 1968 to January 1980,
allowances were made for degrees granted prior vo and
after January 1 in academic years 1967-68 and 1979-80,
respectively. Data available from the National Academy of
Seiences'-National Research Council indicate
that the proportion of doctorates awarded between July
1 and December 31 has been rising steadily reaching
nearly 35 percent in 1967-68. It was assumed that this
proportion would reach 40 percent by 1979-80. Thus,
65 percent of the degrees awarded in 1967-68 were not
counted in the January 1968 base, of 147,000 doctor-
ates, and 60 percent of the prOjected degrees to be
awarded in the latter years, were not counted in the
supply of doctorates as.of .January 1980.

Immigration and Emigration Balances

The existing siock'cif doctorates at any given point in
time includes persons who earned their degrees from for-
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eign universities. Over the past several decades, a consid-
erable number of -trained scientists and engineers have
entered this country as immigrants, and many of these
have possessed doctorates at time of immigration. In ad-
dition, a number of U.S. citizens have received doctorate
training in fofeign institutions.-Though no exact count
exists of these sources, it is estimated that, as of -1968
the number of these doctorates was about 11,000._(The
National Register in 1968 provides a minimum count of
6,500, not including engineers, in the population re-
sponding to the Registe0 Between -1968 and 1980, it is
estimated that some 5,000 doctorates will be added to
the total national 'stock from institutions outside the
United States.

On the other hand, not all persons earning doctorates
t US. institutions remain in the United States. In re-

cent years, the proportion of persons receiving the Ph.D.`
who were not U.S. citizens has been about 15 percent
for all fields, according to the survey of earned doctor-



ates conducted annually by the National Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council.' In sonic science
and engineering fields the iatio has been considerably
higher, e.g., engineering (25 percent) and agriculture and
forestry (34-percent) and in some fields lower, e.g.,
psychology (5 percent) and botany and zoOlogy (12 per-
cent). Some of these non-U.S. citizens elecrto leave the
United States and others remain to pursue their careers
in the United States. Information from the NAS-NRC
Doctorate Sur Vey indicates that about one-third of the
noncitizens-expect to be employed outside the United
States and a small percentage of U.S. citizens plan like-
wise. In all between 5 and 10 percent of new science and
engineering doctbrates plan employment in a foreign
country upon receipt of the degree. Some of the nonciti-
zens who remain in the United States-initially may even-
tually return abroad for employment and the U.S. citi-
zens return to the United States. It has been estimated
for this report that approximately 10 percent of the
total doctorates awarded each year should not be consid-
ered as additions to the stock of doctorates in the
United States. This proportion has been assumed for all
years.

Attrition Due to'Death and Retirement

For each year the doctorate population is depleted
because of losses resulting from death and retirement.
Generalized "tables of working life" for males,-prepared
by the Department of Labor, have been applied to the
cohort of doctorates graduating each year, and losses
due to death and retirement have.been calculated.4 For
these purposes a median age of 30 years at time of doc-
torate award was ascumed for the male doctorates and
attrition was-calculated for 5-year interyals. The pattern
of working life for females is, of course, considerably
different than males. Therefore, only rough approxima-

,
tions were possible. -

The attrition from the male doctorate population re-'
suiting is estimated as follows for the period up to 1968:

Period
Male doctorates

Attritionawarded
Net as Percent

of 1968 loss

Total .. 161;800 20,300 141,51 J 12.5
1920-59 89,900 19,600 70300 21.11

1960-67 71,900 700 71,200 .9

3National Academy of Saiences - National Researcn Council,
Doctorate Recipients From United States Universities, 1958-66
and Summary Report Jar 1967 and 1968.

4 See U.S. Department of Lalpor,'Length of Working Life for
Males, 1900-60 (ManpoWer Report Np. 8, July 1963) and Work
Life Expeptaney and* Training Needs _of Women (Manpower
Report-No. 12, May 1967). (Washington, D.C. 2040_2: Supt. of
Documents, U.S. Government Piinting Office.)

The low loss rate for the doctorates of the 1960-67 pe-
riod results from the young al!,e of the group. The attri-
tion of female doctorates was calculated on the basis of
total awards and the estimated number in the popula:
tion. Some 14,000 women received doctorates between
1920 and 1967, and it is estimated that about 60 per-
cent (9,000) of these were el- iged in scientific work as
of 968. (The National Register count as of 1968 was
8,300 not including engineers.) Attrition rates were also
calculated for the 1920-67 cohorts of doctorates for the
period between 1968 and 1980 at 27,000.

The number of Ph.D.'s awarded between 1968 to
1980 is projected as shown in table B-I. A large propor-
tion of those receiving their degrees in this later period
will be less than 40 years of age by -1980. Attrition losses
of males from these cohorts ate estimated at 3,300 over
the 1968 to 1980 periodu-a little dyer I percent. Attri-
tion of female Ph.D.'s awarded between 1968 and 1980
was estimated at 25 percent over the period,

Populatipn Resources for Doctoi ate Production

Demographic data and data on the intellectual
capacities of our youth indicate that there is and will
continue throughout the 1970's to be a substantial

-reservoir-of-people po entialL. available for scientific and
other intellectual careers. It is apparent that even with
the relatively small number of people obtaining
bachelor's degrees in the sciences that both the potential
numbers and capabilities are present for producing a
continuing high level of doctorates through the 1970's.
Projections used in the report show approximately 10
baccalaureates in science and ingineering for each
doctorate in 1979-80, allowing for a time lag of
approximately 5. years from baccalaureate to Ph.D. In
the physical sciences and rndthernatics the ratio is 8:1 ; in
the_life sciences, 8:1: in engineering, 7:1; and in the
social sciences, 18:1.

Charts A, B, C, and D show the estimated number of
baccalaureates with scores of 120 or 130 or over on the
ArmY general Classification Test (AGCT) to reflect the
potential for doctorate degrees.5 It has been estimated
that almost 9 out of 10 doctorates in the sciences exceed
the 120 score and almost two-thirds exceed the 130
SW re . 6

5 Distributed according to data in America's Resources of
Specialized Talent, The Report of the Commission on Human
Resources and Advanced Training, Dael Woeflf, Director. _(New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1954.)

6 ibid.



It may be noted from the charts that in the mathe-
Iry ;cal and physical science fields the ratio of
baccalaureates with scores of 130 and over to doctorates
5 years later has attained a level of about 3:1 and isexpected to remain at this level through the 1970's. Inthe social sciences the comparable- ratio runs sl:ghtly

gher than for the foregoing fields. In the life sciencesthe situation is somewhat tighter, the current ratio beingin the neighbovh6od of 2:1; but this is projected to de-
cline to 11/2:1 by -1980. Engineering shows the greatest
amount of leeway; with a current ratio of 5:1 and aprojected ratio greater. than 2:1. Thus, the supply ofhigh AGCT score baccalaureates appears adequate to

provide a reservoir for anticipated doctorate production,without deterioration in quality.
In geneial, about 10 percent of those who receive a

bachelors degree in science or engineering have AGCT
scores of 140 or higher; about 25 percent of those whoreceive a doctorate in science or engineering have such
scores. This means that if the number of baccalaureates
exceeds the projected number of doctorates by a factorof 2.5, there should be sufficient representation of thishigh IQ group among the doctorates (assUming a con-
stant distribution of scores among.the graduates). All of
the prOjections in the-report (illustrated in charts AD)
are well in excess of this ratio.
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Chart A TOTAL,L NUMBER RECEIVING BACCALAUREATES,

BY VARIQUS-INTELLIGENCE LEVELS ANp
NUMBER RECEIVING DOCTORATES- p YEARS LATER
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Sources: U.S. Office of Education. National Science Foundation.
and Neel Wol fle. America's Resources of Specialized Talent.
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C art B TOTAL NUMBER .RECEIVING BACCALAURATES,
BY VARIOUS INTELLIGENCE LEVELS AND

NUMBER 'RECEIVING DOCTORATES .5 YEARS LATER
SELECTED YEARS
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: Year of Bachelor's Degree

1

sourcen: US. Olhco 01 Education. National science Foundation.
n Daot Wolna. America's Resources of Specialized Talent.
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Chart C TOTAL NUMBER RECEIVING BACCALAUREATES,
BY VARIOUS INTELLIGENCE LEVELS AND

NUMBER RECEIVING DOCTORATES 5 yEARS LATER
SELECTED YEARS

50,000
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Sources: U.S. Office of Ecuestion, National Science Foundation,
and Deel Wolf le. America's Resources 01 Specialized Talent.
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Chart D TOTAL NUMBER RECEIVING BACCALAUREATES,
BY VARIOUS INTELLIGENCE LEVELS AND

NUMBER- RECEIVING DOCTORATES 5 YEARS LATER
SELECTED YEARS
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Sources: U.S. Office of EduCation, National Science Foundation, .Psychology; sociology, anthropology, economics,
and Duel Wolfle, America's ReSources 01 $peciallzed Talent, political science, agricultural economics, geography, and linguistics.
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APPENDIX C
Projected 1980 Utilization of Ph.D.

Scientists and Engineers

Introduction and &Mune

Several methods of projecting .1980 dbetorate
were investigated. Two are, deScribed below. They

differ essentially, in that Method I ;elates R&D activity
levels of all sectors to possible future-R&D funding levels
and related teaching doctorates to. total expected future
academic enrollment levels. Method 11 relates all aca-
demic doctorates, regardless of type of activity, to
future .enrollments, but projects academic faculty in
more detail by level of academie activity (2-year college,
4-year college, graduate and postdoctoral). This then
leaves only the nonacademic R&D doctorates to be re-
lated to futuie R&D levels. The firsfmethod implies that
funding for education will relate only to teaching.
requirements and the balance of funding to research and
development and "other" utilization; the second method
assumeN that funds for academic activities will be made
available on the basis of total educational needs. The
methods, although adopting, different approaches, do
not, as shown below in tible C-1, produce drastically
different utilization projections, However, it, must be
pointed out= that both projections are conservative in

Table C-1.- 1980-BASIC UTILIZATION PROJECTIONS
(000)

Type of activity ethod I Method 11

To ta 277 - 301

R&D 134
Teaching 88

Academic 86
Other

Other 5

Academic 177
Nonacademic ......... 124

R&D 87
Other and teaching 37

assuming the continuation of existing patterns of doctor-
ate utilization that have been characterized by a Ph.D.
shortage. Thus, these numbers represent a minimal situa-
tion. Possible improvefnents Of this projected situation
are described in appendix D.

Method I

, It has been assumed for the Method 1 projections
that, over the period under consideration 1968-1980,
Ph.D. scientists will engage for the most part to the same
extent in the same types of activities and for the same
types of employers as in 1968 (see appendix A). It is
realized that this assumption is not completely valid;
there will be changes. For exampie, new emphasis upon
environmental topics may well divert research into these
areas, growing enrollments in, the junior and community
colleges will change the situs of teaching, and doCtorates
Will encounter increasing Opportunities in activities other
than research and teaching. However, in the absence of a
specific basis for determining changes, requirements fot
doctorates were projected to-1980 gencrally in terms of
the work patterns in which they now engage, i.e.,
research _and development, teaching, and other activities.
Table C-2 -contains the projected utilization of:science
Ph.D.'s for research and development, teaching and
other activities for 1980, according to the ernploying
sector. The projection of utilization to 277,000 shows
an 89-percent inerease.over the period, or about 54 per-
cent per year. This may be compared to the utilization
13attern in 1968, shoWn in table A-3 of appendix A.

Projected R&D Expenditures and Doctorates in 1980

The level of R&D expenditures over the last 15 years
has been largely a function of Federal funds available for
this plIpose. Furthermore, though relative importance
may change, Federal funds will continue to be an impor-
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Table C-2.-UTILIZAT1ON 0E-P11.13. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS, BY SECTOR AN{
ACTIVITY, ESTIMATED FOR 1980a (METHOD I)

ORK

Sector

Total Percent distribution

NuMber Percent Total R&D- Teaching Othcr(000)

All sectors

Ilniversiries and colleges
Private industry
Government .... . . . . . ..... .

Nonprofit and other .. . . . .

277.1 160.0 100.0 48.1 9.9 20.0
149.2 53.8 -100.0 29=4 57.8 12.885.2 30.7 100.0 73.3 .8 25.928.7 10.4 100.0 _52.6 3.8 43.614.0 5.1 100.0 86 /! l _4 12.2

a As of January.
b S'ee tables C-3 and C-4 for basis of utilization in research and develop

Includes FFRDC's associated with universities and colleges.

tent source of supPort of research and development into1980. However, in the last few years the pattern of sup-port for R&D activities has been changing. Federal fundsin the period 1953-66 (in terms of conManl. dollars)increased at a compound rate of 11 percent per annum,but amounts budgeted through 1970 show a 1.4 percent
annual decrease from 1966 to 1970. In 1968; .R&D
expenditures totaled $24.9 billion with 314.6 billion, or59 percent, the Federal share.

One projection provides what may be considered a
minimal level for 1980 R&D expenditures. An examina-tion of recent trends in Federal and non-Federal fundingof research and development was made to determine thedistribution or such support by the end of the 1968 to1980 period. Federal support for research and develop-
ment was.obtained by using the saMe compound annualgrowth rate estimated for the growth in GNP between1968 and 1980, i.e., 44 percent. This rate of growth for
Federal funding would reverse- the trend of the 1966-70
period, (1.4 percent annual decrease), described in the
preceding paragraph, but would fall considerably shortof the 1953-66 rate of increase (11 percentThe distri-bution of Federal R&D support by sector in 1980 wasassumed to be proportionately, thc same as in 1968..

The rate of increase for non-Federal industry andnonprofit organization funds was based on 1962-67 and
1962-66 trend lines respectively, for which data exist.These annual growth rates were -7.6 percent for inclus-try's own funds, 8.4 percent for ruimprofit's own funds,and 53 percent for other industry support of nonprofit

organizat,es. Academic R&D support was based onmaintaining the same growth rate relationship as Federal
R&D support to this sector, namely 4.4 percent

The assumptions above produce a projectml level of
R&D expenditures of $48.4 billion in 1980 (1968
prices). (See table C-3.) Assuming that Ph.D. scientists

22
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and engineers will continue to be employed in the same
relationship to R&D dollars in 1980 as in 1968, their
utilization by sector can be estimated, as shown in tableC-4. The estimated 48.4 billion R&D dollars produces autilization of over 133,000 doctorates in R&D activitiesby 1980.

Table C-3.--TOTALA&D AND FEDERAL R&D EXPENDI-TURES, 1968 AND PROJECTED TO 1980, BY SECTOR
(Billions of constant 1968 dollars)

Sector

Total R&D performance ..
Federal Government
Industry ..... . . . ,

Universities and colleges
FFRDC's (associated with
univetsities)a . . . .

Other nonprofit institutions

Federal R&D by performer

Federal Government
Industry
Universities and colleges
FFRDC's (associated with
universities)a

Other nonprofit institutions .

Federal R&D as percent of
total R&D . . . .

Federal I&D as percent of
administrative budget'

Total R&D as percent ofGAT
.

58.6

11.0

50.4,

3.4
a

Federally Funded Research and Development Centers.
Excludes trust funds, such as those for social security.

medicare, and highways.
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Table C-4.UTILIZATION OF PH.D.'s IN RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT, 1968 and 1980

Sector
Ph.D.'s in R&D

(000)

Total

1980

71.5 133A

University. and colleges 25.7 43.8
Private industry 30.4 62A
Government 9.0 151
Nonprofit and othera 6.4 12.1

a Includes FERDC's associated with universities and colleges.

Note: The projectio.n of R&D expenditures for 19801s given
in appendix table C-3. The projection of Ph.D.'s in R&D assumes
that the ratio of expenditures to Ph.D.'s remains constant: (1968
ratios are as follows: universities and colleges, $101,200;
industry, $562,500; Federal Government, $388,900; and
nonprofit and other, $250,000 per PhD:).

Projected Utilization of Doctorates in Teaching in 1980

As in 1968, teaching faculty in universities and col-
legek are expected to constitute the largest single type
activity within sector) of Ph.D. employment in 1980. A

projection of the utilization of doctorates in teaching
was prepared using projections of enrollment in institu:
tions of higher ed cation made by the Office of Educa-
tion. Total degree-credit enrollment is expcted to
increase nearly 60 percent between afe-ademi years'
1967-68 and 1979-80. Assuming no chang in teaching
faculty Ph.D./student ratios, there would be a utilization
of about 86,000 science doctorates in teaching in higher
education institutions. (See table C-5.) This estimate of
utilization for academic teaching is probably minimal in
that' it does not take into account the differential in-
creases in enrollments in ,upper division and graduate
courses for science and engineering majors, where most
science instruction will be found. Miscellaneous' teaching
and related requirements in other.- sectors will utilize
another 2,000 doctorates.

Table C-;.PROIECTED UTILIZATION OF PH.D.'s IN
TEACHING ACTIVITIES IN UNIVERSITIES AND

COLLEGES, 1980,
(000)

Academic year Total degree-credit
enrollment

Teaching staff

Total
(FTE)

Ph.D.'s

1966-67
1967-68 ..
1979-80

5,885
§,348

10,1469

112.3
121.1
192.1

50A
54.4
86.3

Utilization of Ph.D.'s in Other Activities in 1980

As noted in table A-3, appendix A, an estimated 14
peftent of science Ph.D.'s were engaged in non-R&D and
nonteaching activities in 1968. They are administrators
in the universities and colleges directors of scientific
laboratories in industry and goVernment, technical sales
representatives in irolustry, program monitors in govern-
ment, and consultants- for the most part. The use of
doctorates in such activities is certain to expand by
1980.

Data from the,National Register shows that the pro-
portion of science doctorates, in seVeral selected fields
(chemistry, physics, mathematics, biology-, and psychol-
ogy) combined engaged in activities other than research
apd development and teaching increased-by 5 percentage
points between 1960 and 1968 (from 14 to 19 percent

The Register does not cover engineers and, information
about other fields of science is not available for early
years. Lacking a more sound basis for projection, the
utilization of doctorates in "other" activities has been
extrapolated at the rate of growth indicated for the
selected fields in the Register. Thus, the proportion_in
other activities would rise to about 20 percent hvi 980.
At this level, utilization in other activities would aMount
to 55,000.

Method I I

In Method I a- distinction was made between doctor-
ate holders in colleges and universities who are engaged
in teaching and those performing researcl: and develop-
ment. The former was ptojected on the basis of total
college and University enrollments, the latter on the basis
of total natiorial support of research and development. A
different approach- Can be considered because:

(1) It is difficult to distinguish between the
educational and noneducational aspects of
research in academic institutions, especially -a t
the graduate level. Thus, the magnitude of faculty
activities in both research and tea'ching is likely to
depend strongly on educational requirements,
that is, on enrdllments.

(2) Higher education .is not homogeneous with
respect to either type of institution or level of
instruction Pfojections should be based on the
characteristic growth rates of different classes.
Federal support of academic sciefice and
engineering, or of graduate edtiation, may well
differ in their rate of growth from that of research
and develoPment as a whole . Jr



Accordingly, an alternate method-of projection can be
used, one that distinguishes primarily between academic
and nonacademic utilization. Treatment of the academic
portion is based on a central assumption:

ProjectiOns of college and university student enroll-
ments imply projections of faculty utilization. Pro-
jections,. however, can appropriately be made only
for More or less homogeneous stibclasses within the
academic sector.

The 1968 Academic Distribution

Thc total number of science and engineering doctor-
in U.S. colleges and universities on Janaury 1, 1968

is eitimated in appendix A, table A-I, to be

(1) 87;000 Ph_D.'s

The initial problem is to estiMate ta subsidiary classes
within this total. Five such classes have been chosen as.
follows:

Graduate FacultyFull-Time:" Sepasate faculties have
not developed for the graduate and undergraduate divi-
sions in U.S. colleges and universities. Nevertheless- an
operational definition is available:

... all individuals of academic rank of instructor
or above Wilo are, significantly involved in the
acadernie graduate program (i.e., teaching one or
more graduate courses _or seminars and/or
directing research of one or more . graduate
students). `.

The full-time component of this group is taken to be the
fitst class. This definition has been used for the collec-
tion of departmental data by the NSF Graduate Trainee-
ship Progiam. From these data the graduate student/
graduate faculty ratio for full-time _stddents and faculty
can be computed for the sciences and engineeting. The
average value of this ratio has been taken to be-an invari-
ant for this exercise:

(2) 3.14

If this ratio is applied to the full-time and the'
full-time-equivalent (FTE) of part-time graduate
students in science and engineering for the fall of 1967:

1

Full-time 135,300
Part-time -(FTE) 29,700

(3) Total FIE 165,000

24

The full-time equivalent of part time is computed as
one-third of the part-time enrollments Thus, the total
full-time graduate faculty becomes:

(4) 52,600

It is estimated 'that the percentage of this faculty who
hold the doctorate is:

(5) 85 perc

Hence this class is estimated to contain:

(6) 44,700 Ph.D.'s

Graduate FacultyOther: In addition to the full-time
graduate faculty there are (a) part-fime graduate faculty
who meet the 'definition above and (b)nonteaching or
research faculty who constitute part of the total environ-
rnent of _graduate education. From the departmental
data of the NSF Graduate traineeship Program the sum
of these two groups may be callipered with the full-time
graduate faculty. The ratio has the average value:

(7) 0.268

Applying this ratio t the full-tiMe graduate faculty (4)
and using the same percentage .(5) for those holding
doctorates, it is estimated that this class contains:-

.

(8) 12,000 Ph.D.'s

It should be noted that the total graduate faculty, repre-
sented by the two classes above,,--constitntes nearly two-
thirds of the total academic utilization of doctorates
(87.,000) and is substantially .etigaged in both research
and development and teaching.,

,

Other .4-Year Faculty: Other faculty members in
43year colleges and universities in science and engineer-
ing who do not meet the graduate faculty definitions
above can be estimated as a balancing figure obtained by
subtracting from the estimated total academic doctor-
ate (I) the sum of (6), (8), (12), and (13), the last two

1

as c timated below. The result is:

(9) 20,500 Ph.D.'s

These persons are largely to be found in institiitions that
award the baccalaureate or master's degree as the highest
degree. From sampling and froM NSF survey data it is
estimated that this grou:2 constitutes about 50 'percent
of the corresponding nongraduate faculty in science and
engineering.
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2-Year Faculty: From unpublished tabulations of the-
American Association of Junior Colleges for academic
year 1968-69, adjusted on the basis Of the ratio of en-
rollments lo the fall of 1967 to those in the fall of 1968,
it is estiMated that on January 1, 1968 the science and
engineering faculties in 2-year community and vocation-
al colleges totaled-.

(la) 22,600 -

and that of these the percentage holding the doctorate
was

, (11)4 8A 2 percent

Applying (ll) to (10) it is estimated that this class
contains:

(12) 1,800 Ph.D.'s

PostdoctdralS: Only an approkimate estimate of these
doctorate holders, associated with graduate departments
in science and engineering, is currently available from
preliminary statistical data from a study being con-
ducted under the National ,..cademy .of Sciences-..
National Research Council:

(13) 8,000 Ph.D.'s

These five classes the parameters used in computing
class memberships form the basis for projecting academic
doctorate utilization in 1980. The 1968 distribution for
both the academic and nonacademic sectors is

summarized in table C-6. The distribution for the latter is
the same,as that adopted for Method I. (See table C-2.)

Table C-6.--BASIC PROJECTION OF UTILIZATION OF 19 0
PH.D. SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS (METHOD II)

.(000) .

Ph.D. sCientists and engineers . 1968 1980
BaSic

Total 147.0 300.7

Acade, jc 87.0 -176.5

Graduate faculty-fun-time 44.7 100.3
Graduate faculty-other ..... 12.0 26.9
Other 4-year faculty . ... . 20.5 30.7
2-year faculty . ......... 1.8 3.4
Postdoctorals 8.0 15.2

Nonacadernic 60.0 124.2

Research and development 45.7 87.6
Teaching 1.3 2.0
Other 13.0 35.2

_ Projection of 1980 Academic Utilization

The situation that can be anticipated for January 1,
1980, a "basic'.projection, is estimated from the 1968 -
distribution and Student enrollment projections of the
Office of Education to the fall of 1977, extrapolated to
the fall of 1979 by NSF. In general, a conservative pro-
jection is obtained by holding certain parameters con-
stant where only one estimated' or computed value is
available, even though it can be judged on qualitative
grounds that changes may occur prior to 1980 that
would increase the projected totals.

Graduate Faculty-Full-Time: Following the proce-
dun. above it is necessary to estimate the FTE graduate
enrollments f:1" the fall of 1979. Total graduate enroll-
ments in all fields are projected to be

(14) 1,397 ,000

The percentage
and engineering
1960 and 19
tre

graduate enrollments in the sciences
ied during the 8-year period between

from' -32.6 to 34.3 percent. No clear
ibited; hence the average value is chosen and

aSSumed to persist to the fall of 1979:

(15) 33_6 pecent.

Applying (15) to (14) the projection of graduate enroll-
ments in science and engineering becomes:

(16) 469,400

To cortipute the FTE enrollments it is necessary to esti-
mate the full-time percentage for the fall of 1979. This-
percentage has demonstrated a clearly rising trend.from
1960 to 1967. The corresponding ratio.of FTF to total
enrollments was projected to fall 1979 by a least Nrares
computation. However, because of the detailed i,,aviar
of this ratio.during the 1960-67 time period, it cannot
be concluded conservatively that this projected value
will prevail7Hence 'the average of this value and that for
the fall of i967 hasbeen adopted:

(17) 0.789

If this figure is applied to (16), and the student-faculty
ratio (2) and the estimated doctorate percentage (5) are
assumed to remain constant, the full-time graduate
faculty with doctorates in 1980 becomes:

(18) .100,300 Ph.D.'s
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Graduate FacultyOther: If the ratio (7) of this
group to the full-time graduate faculty with doctorates is
applied to (18), that is, retaining the same doctorate
percentage (5), the projected number in this class be-
comes:

(19) 26,900 Ph.D.'s

Other 4-Year Faculty: The ratio of total projected
undergraduate enrollments in the fall of 1979 to that in
the fall of 1967 is:

(20) 6,864 ,000/4,584 ,000=1 .50

If this ratio is applied to the 1968 total of doctorates iii
this class (9), the projected total for 1980 becomes:

(21) 30,700 Ph .D.'s

Since this class of faculty members relates to the total
undergraduate involvement in science and engineering,
the projection (21) assumes that the pattern of this
involvement will .not change. It is further assunied that
the pel-centage of this class holding the doctorate will
remain constant.

2-Year Faculty: The ratio of total projected enroll,.
ments-in 2-year institutions in the fall of 19/9 to that in
the fall of 1967 is:

422) 2,014,000/1,075,000=1 -.87

If this ratiO is:applied to the 1968 total Of doc ates
(12) the projected total for 1980 becomes:

(23) 3.,400 Ph.D.'s

The same comments apply for those for Other 4-Year
aculty above,.

Postdoctorals: There is no clear basis for projecting
the total number of postdoctoral students, since the
number is closely related to the support of academic
research and development. The ratio of Projected full-
time graduate faculty for 1980 (18) to that for 1968 (6)
is:

(24) 2.24 /
The corresponding ratio for doctorates engaged in non-
academic research and development (discussion below
is:

(25) 1.90

A conservative projection may, therefore, be obtained
by applying the latfer ratio to the 1968 total (13):

(26) 15,200 Ph.D.'s

The projected totals for these five classes, obtained
above, are summarized as the -1980 Basic" projection in
table C-6.

Projection of 1 80 Nonacademic Utilization

As in appendix A, the nonacademic utilizatiOn is con.
sidered to consist of three parts: research and develop-
ment, teaching,_ and other (consulting, administration,
etc.). The following projections provide an alternate to
those in Method I.

Research and Development: This projection is based
upon three principal types of nonacademic R&D, fund-
ing, each subject to distinctive, though not unrelated,
motivatiOns and pressures: (a) non-Federal funding in
industry, determined principally by economic considera-
tions; (b) non-Federal funding in nonprofit orgatiiza-

.tions, determined by various considerations; andt (c)
Federal funding in the nonacademic sector, determined
principally by political considerations. In all three cases
an attempt has been made to relate expenditures to: the
GNP. The latter, is assumed to grow in constant dollars
with an average annual increase of 4.4 percent. In the
following tables ratios were computed in current dollars
through 1968. The GNP in constant (1968) dollars is
cornputed for 1980 to be:

(27) $1.44 k 10 I 2

Doctorates, in each subdivision engaged in research and
development (industry and nonprofit organizations)
were divided into those supported by Federal or non--
Federal funding in proportion to the respective R&D
expenditure in 1968. Projections to 1980 are based ,on
the percentage increaseS between 1968 and 1980 in com-
puted R&D expenditures. It has thus been assumed that
R&D expenditures (in constant dollars) per doctorate in
the nonacademic Sector will_remain constant.

IndustrYNon-Federal Funding: The ratio of indus-
try fUnded research and development to GNP for the
period from 1956 tp 1968 inclusive was used as the basis
for a least squares projection to 1980. The industry
funded doctorates-in research and development in 1968
are estimated to be:

(28) 15,700 Ph.D.'s

The corresponding 1980 figure becomes:

(29) 33,100 Ph.D.'s
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Nonprofit OrganizationsNon-Federal Funding:
Similarly, the ratio of nonfederally funded research and
development to GNP for the period from 1956 to 1968
inclusive was used as the basis for a least squares compu-
tation. The number of doctorates corresponding to this
funding in 1968 is estimated to be:

(30) 1,200 Ph.D.'s

The computed 1980 total becomes:

(31) 3,200 Ph.D.'s

NonacademicFederal.Funding: The ratio of Federal
R&D funding in academic organizations to the Fed-
eral administrative budget and the ratio of the adminis-
trative budget to GNP were cornprited for the period
1956 to 1968. The former increased until 1965 and then
decreased; no trend is available for projection to 1980,
and/the average of the valusk (0.103) for the 13 years is
assumed to be representatrve of the situation in the
future. The ratio of the Federal administrative budget to
GNP remained substantially constant over the 1956-69
period, and again the average (0.155) is usedThe
riumber of doctorates in research and development, sup-
ported by Federal funding in the nonacademic sector-in
1968, is estimated to be:

(32) 28,000 Ph.D.'s

The corresponding 1980 figure is:

(33) 50,700 Phy

The total nonacademic R&D utilization in 1980 is thus
projected to be the sum of (29(31), and (33) or:

(341 87,000 Ph.D.'s

Teaching: No modification of Method I is proposed.
The 1968 total has been estimated (table C-2) to be:

(35) 1,300 Ph.D.'s

The 1980 projection is:

(36) 2,000 Ph.D.'s

Other -Activities: Again no modification of the
procedure of Method l or the estimate for 1968 (appendix
A) is proposed. It is necessary, however, to compute a
figure for 1980 to correspOnd to the R&D total (34).
From Method 1- this valuerConsidered as a percentage of
nonacadernic R&D utilization, may be corriputed :

1371 40.5 percent

The corresponding total numbers of doctorates engaged
in "other activities in the two 3, ears becomes:

(38) 1968: 13,000 Ph.D.'s

(39) 1980: 35,200 Ph.D.'s,

In table C-6 the 1968 distribution and the prOjected
1980 "Basic" distribution are summarized. The pro-

jected 1980 basic utilization figure of 301,000 doctorates
in science and engineering is, however, and.as noted.pre-
visausly, tiz6Wt.N1led by ratios and parameters prevailing
duripg and do to 1968.
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Introduction and Summary

The projections disc ussed in appendix C are conserva-
tive in the sense that (a) generally no changes are pre-
supposed in the proportions of Ph.D. involvement in
either the academic or nonacadernic sectors, and (b)
rates of growth are based on either.long-time established
trends, or when these were lacking, most recent trerids,
even if these were lower than those previously experi-
enced. There are, however, several changes that represent
existing pressures to increase utilization and that are in-
herently desirable at the present stage of development of
American society. Three types of modifications form the
subject of this appendix. They concern (a) the level of
R&D expenditures in an expanding and technologically
complex economy, (b) the characteristics and qualityof
the faculty in institutions of higher education as the
proportion of the population seeking such education in-
creases, and (c) the use made by society generally of the
skills, knowledge, and experience of those Who have suc-
cessfully achieved the highest levels of advanced educa-
tion.

Recovery of R&D Growth Rate

The basic R&D utilization projections in appendix C
for both Method V and II were asstimed to be conserva-
tive in nature. However, it appears entirely appropriate
to Consider a return during the next decade to a rate of
growth, especially for Federal R&D funding, more
comparable with that of the past. The growing techno-
logical content of modern life and its increasing depend-\rice upon scientific accomplishment, continually ex-
p nding. international competition in both scientific

1:activity and technology-based. corrimerce, .and ever-
increasing awareness of R&D needs and opportunities
for contributions to the national health, security, and

: quality of life all point to potentially higher R&D levels.

2

APPENDIX D
Possible Modifications
of Utilization Patterns

Improvement in Faculty Ph.D. Utilization

In two _cent studies, one conducted by NSF and one
by Allan M. Cartter for the American Council on Educa-
tion,' the common cOnclusion was reached that a short-
age currently prevails with respect to the supply of
doctorates available to institutions of higher education,
and that this shortage would be relieved after the mid-
1970's. This shortage is reflected in the Ph.D./faculty or
Ph.D. faculty/enrollment ratios characteristic at all levels
of the higher educational -process in 1968, and inherent
to both Method I and 11 utilization projections. To im-
prove the, quality of the educational experience of an
estimated 11 million students enrolled in colleges and
universities in 1980, it is appropriate to modify the basic
projections of Method I and 111)57a reasonable growth in
these percentages. One way in which this growth can be
expected to occur is seen in the fact that the two areaS
r6_vant to this study that have presently the lowest per-
centages Of faculty holding the doctorate, namely,.
mathematics and engineering, also have the highest re-
cent and projected rates of increase in doctorate pro-
duction.

Broadening the Scope of Ph.D Utilization

Apart from the traditional areas of teaching and re-
search and develOpment, an increasing .number of doc-
torates is being employed in a variety of actiVities. These
include administration and management, especially in
goVernment and industry, technical consulting, cor-

/National Science Foundation; Science and Engineering Staff.
in Universities and Colleges, 1965-75 (NSF 67-11) (Washington.
D.C. 2002:7, Supt. of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
'Office), 1967 and A. M. Cartier, Future Faculty Needs and----
Resources background papers of participants, 49(h Annual
Meeting, American Council on Education (Washington, D.C.),
October 1966.
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porate planning, technical marketing, design and manu-
facturing engineering, and others, as well as a growing
number of tasks involving especially the social sciences.
This trend is due not only to subject matter specialties
but also to the discipline and habits of mind developed
over a number of years of demanding apprenticeship.
The trend can be expected to Continue. Although pro-
vision for sueh -other" utilization and its growth was
inluded in the basic prcjections of Methods land II, the
amount of such growth was based on the growth experi-
enced during the tight supply situation of the 1960's and
noted aboVe in connection with the utilization of Ph.D.'s
on faculties.

For these reasons certain essential modifications to
the basic projectiens are proposed as leading io more
realistic projections for 1980. If these are computed as
shown below, the following possible Ph.D. utilization
numbers develop.

Tabl 0-1.-1980-M0DIFIED UTILIZATION PROJECTION
OF PILD.'s

woof-

Type of modification ethod II

I. No modification
(basic.projections) 301

2. Larger increase in R&D
3. Increase in faculty Ph.D.

percentage 334
4. Increase in ratio Of doctorates in

other activities/totai
doctorates from .20 to .25 310

5. 2 + 3 370
6. 2 + 4 349
7. 3 + 4 343
8. 2 + 3 + 4 383

337

--Method I Modifications

Recovery of Rates of Growth of R&D
Expenditures and Dectorafes Utilized

An alternative prejeCtion of eXpvditures for R&D
activities provideg another Possible level of utilization of
science 'and engineering doctorates in 1980. The pro-
jection adopted for Method ((appendiX C), termed a
minirnal limit of such activities, indicated expenditures
of $48.4 billion and over 133,000 doctbrates in 1980.

If it is asSumed that the present .plateau of Federal
funding of research and development is temporary and
that non-Federal funding will continue to inerease at re-

. cent growth rates; a considerably higher level of R&D
effort would be/Projected for 1980. These assUmptions
include the follOwing: that Federal financing would re-
turn to the annual ;ncreases of the 1953-66 magnitude (a

compound rate of 10 percent for the period 1970-80);
that private industry's own funds would be extrapolated
at about 9 percent, based on recent growth rates; that
the increase in R&D conducted in the academic sector ig
proportionate to the increase in Federal funding be-
tween 1970 and 1980; and that the 1966 relationship of
59 percent Feder:' funding and 41 percent non-Federal
would /by 1980 be changed to 55 and 45 percent, respec-
tively,. This projection would produce a level of total re-
search and development of $63.6 billion (1968 prices) in
1980. Again, Muming a constant relationship' of R&D
dollars to doctorates, a utilization of over 185,000
doctorates in research and development wciuld be
achieved-52,000 more doctorates than for the basic

-projection in Method I. Table D-2 shows the seetoral dis-
tribution of R&D-dollars and doctorates for this alter-
native projeCtion of R&D effort.

Since the number utilized in "other" activities was'
assumed to be a constant proportion of those in research
and development and teaching, this alternative projec-
tion of R&D utilization would also result in an increase
of 13,000 doctorates in other activities.

Table D-2.-MODIFIED PROJECTED UTILIZR.TION OF
PH.D.'s IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN 1980

Sector

1980 R&D
Expenditures

1980 Ph.D.'s
in R&D

Billions
of dollare Percent (000) Percent

Total $63.6 100.0 . 185.5 100.0

Universities and college 14.6 67.2 36.2
Private ii.dustry 43.4 68,2 77.2 41.6
Government . .. . . 9.3 10.6 23.9 12.9
Nonprofit and other 4.3 6.6 17.2 9.3

a Constant 1968 dollars.
b Includes EFRDC's associated with universities and colleges.

Note- The projection of Ph.D.'s in research and developMent
assumes that the ratio of expenditures to Ph D.'s remains
constant: (1968 ratios are as follows: universitieS and colleges,
$101,200; industry, $562,500; Federal Government, $388.900;

-and nonprofit and other, $250,0,00 per Ph.D.)

.Teaching Doctorates

-As inditated in Method I of appendix C, the projec-
tion of the utilization of doctorates in teaching was
considered as infnimal in that the relationships of faculty
doctorates to enrollments was not assumed_ to improve
and that differential increases in enrollments (partieular-
ly upper -division and graduate) were not taken into
account.
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tlic First relationshiv, a more optitnis-
;)e eonservative assumption, is perhaps more rea-

ic an ssinnption to make for the end of the nekt
deeade. There are considerable grounds for the belief
that improvement in the proportion of teaching faculty

(orates \.%;iis not possible in past years because of
rosiriciions on SU only and competition from nonaca-

demic employment. The growth in academie science and
engineering in terms of enrollments, degrees, and sup-

t (From ;At sources) 'points to a likelihood that im-
ntovenicut in the proportion of teaching faculty with

orates is desirable and will be possible in the 1970's.
pply in siini iissumptions as'to possible changes

in he percentage of faculty with doctorates, as.nsed in
the modification of Method 11 prOjections, a Change in

proportion= of science and engineering
kehers can be obtained. The overall,percentage (that is

tx,inskierine all classes combinedgraduate faculty, other
ar (aculty. 2-year faculty, etc.) was assumed to in-

crease 45 to 54 percent. If this increase is applied
to the 'basic estimates of utilization of doctorates in

neivel-ities and col!eges given in appendix C
(ab,Ait 86,000) then an additional 18,000 doctorates
would be utilized in this manner in 19k0.

As in the case of the modified projection of R&D
leveis in 1980, the estimated number of doctorates in-
volved in activities other than teaching and research and

.ve:qopment would also change_with the adjustment of
utilization iI teaching. This increa§e in teaching activities
would therefore involve an increase of- 5,000 doctorates

,r activities.

Doe orates in Other Activities
In Method I of appendik C (page 23), the utilization

of doctorates in activities other than teing and re-
search and development was projected to increase' from

about 14 to 20 percent of the total numbers of available
Ph.D.'s. This rise was extrapolated on the basis of se-
lected data for the 1960 to 1968 period_ However, past"
trends in the use =of doctorates in these activities have
been affected by the short supply of available doctor-
ates, and competition from teaching requirements to
meet the increase in enrollments and from national R&D
efforts. Furthermore, the engagement of doctorates in
activities other thdri teaching and reSearch and devaop-
ment has been the eXeeption rather than the normal
career involvement for. these personnel. [Lis likely that
doctorates will increasingly move into and create oppor-
tunities in'"other" activities.

If inStead or a rise to 20 percent, as many as 25 per-
cent of the _doctorates were to be found in careers not
related to teaching or research and development, an ad-
dition-al 19,000 doctorates would be involved on the
basis of the basic projections of research and develop-
ment and -teaching developed by Method I (appendix C).
If the ratio of 25 percent is assumed on the basis of the
modifications in research and development and teaching
utilizations as outlined above, the numbers of doctorates
in other activities Would increase by 36,000 and 25 poo,
respectively. If the ratio of 25 percent is assuMed for

--both adjustments combined, an additional"42,000 doc-
torates would be Utilized-j.n other activities. A summary
of the modifications to the basic utilization in 1980
under Method I is shown in table D-3.

In 1968 nearly 60 percent of all doctorate scientists
and engineers were in universities and colleges_ This con-
centration of- doctorate employment would obviously
change under the various modified utilization patterns
indicated above, ranging froma low of_56 percent under..
types 2 and 6 to a high of 62 percent under types 3 and:
7_

Tabl- D-3.SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS TO BASIC
(METHOD I)

(000)

980 UTILIZATION

Type of modification Total R&D Teaching Other

1. No modification (bar.ic projections) . _ 277 . 133 88 55

2_ Larger' increase in R&D 342 186 88 69
3. Inc.rease in faculty Ph.D. percentage 300 133 107 60
4: Increase in ratio of doctorates

io other actMties/total .

doctorates from .20 to .25, 296 133 88 74

5. 2 + 3 365 186 107 73 .

6. 2 -i- 4 365 186 88 91

7. 3 + 4 320 133 107 80

R. 2 + 3 -i- 4 384 186 .10.7 97

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.



Method II Modifications

The three principal modifications, discussed above,
that can be deemed improvements to the situation that
existed in 1968 aBo imply increased utilization in 1980
under the Method IC approach:

Increased Ph.b.-to-Faculty Ratios

The total basic" academic utilization, projected in
appendix C, was strongly influenced by the estimated
percentages of the faculties of the several types con-
sidered who possessed doctorates. These percentages are
summarized below, together with adjusted percentage::
that can realistically be anticipated for 1980, providing
sufficient doctorates are available to this sector or the
market for doctorates:

Ph.D. percent Increase in
utthration

1968 1980 (000)

Total +337

Graduate faculty:
FuLl-time ... . . . .. 85 95 +11.7

-Graduate faculty:
Other - 85 95 +3.1

Other 4-year,
Faculty . - . ...... - -

a50 75 +15.4
2-year faculty - = ..... 8 c16 +3.5

a Estimated.
b Equivalent to 50-percent increase in Ph.D. percent or in

number of Ph.D.'s.
c Equivalent to 100-percent increase in Ph.D. percent or in

number of Ph.D.'s.

This modification to the 1980 projeCtion is independent
of other adjustments and is applied directly to,the aca-
demic Utilization in table C-6.

Recovery of RsiD Growth Rate

The projection of nonacademic R&D utilization in
appendix C (Method II) was based on least squares com-
putations of- ratios of R&D expenditures to the GNP for
theperiod 1956- to 1968. This projection is thus in-
fluended by the decline during recent years in Federal
suppOrt of R&D. It can be assumed, as an alternative,
that the Federal liinitation is temporary, that evolving
national goals will require increased approPriations for
research anedevelopment, and that growth-rates will re-
ôor to the levels experienced during the earlier period.

To form estimates of the effect of this recovery In 1980
the same prOCedure has been used as that in Method 1.
However, in order to discount the past few years, the
time period chosen for the least squares computations is
from 1953 (the '...)nginning,of reliable time series data) to
1966 inclusive. The results are as follows:

1980
basic

1980
adjusted

1000)

Increase in
utilize

_,- Total 87.0 109.2 22.2

Industry:.non-Federal
funding 33.1 35 2 2A

Nonprofit: non-Federal
funding 3.2 3.2

F derally funded:
nonacademic., 503 70.8 203

Again this modification to the 1980 projection is inde-
pendent of other adjustments and is applied directly to
the nonacademic utilization in table C-6.

"Other" Utilization

On the basis of informatiOn available for the 1960's it
was estimated for Methcid I that 20 percent of the total
utilization of doctorates in 1980 would be in occupa-
tions involving other than research and development and
teaching. To apply this to the nonacademic sector re-
course was made to the ratio of nonacademic "other to
research and development in the Method I basic projec-
tions and applying this ratio to -the Method II k&Dipro-
jection. "Other" utilization, within the purview of this
analysis, thus becomes a function of research and devel-
opment. Two types of adjustments will be made: (a) one
corresponding to the unadjusted- R&D utilization but,
assuming an increase in "other" utilization amounting,
in total, to an increase from 20 to 25 percent, hence
recognizing for this type of utilization continually in-
creasing opportunity, and (b) an adjustment of the same
percentage applied to the adjusted R&D level; the adjust-
ment from 20 to 25 percent is made simply by an
increase of 25 percent in each case. The results are:

"Other" as percent of
total utilization .

"'Other" eorresponding to;

1980 --- 1980
boste-R&D adjusted R&D

(000)

20 35.2 49.0
25 , 44.1 61.3

ncrease in utilization 8.9 26.1

Since this modification of the basic projection is con-
cerned with "other" utilization, the "automatic" in-
crease due solely to R&D adjustment will not be sepa-



rately shown, but-will be included with the latter in the-- -summary in table D-4.

It is dr interest- to note that in 1968 approximately
60 percent of the science and engineering doctorates
were in academie institutions; the corresponding per-
centages for the alternatives in table D-1 are:

Percent
1. 59
2. 57
3. 63
4. 53
5. 61

-6. 51
7. 57
8. 55

32

Tab D-4.--SUMMARY OF MODIFICATIONS TO BASIC 1980
UTILIZATION (METHOD II)

(000)

-' Type of modification Total Academic Non-
academic

I. No modification (basic
projections 301 177 124

2. Increase in ratio of doctorates
in othei activities/total
doctorates from .20 to .25 310 177 133

3. increase in faculty -PIED.
percentage 334 /210 124.

4. Larger increase in nonacademic
177 160

5. 2 + 3 643 210
6. 2 + 4 ... ..... .. .. . .. : . . 349 177 173 .

7. 3 + 4 370 210 160
210 173

'Vole: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

G
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